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AIR³ Manager : IDEAL XCTrack COMPANION APP

AIR³ Manager is the ideal XCTrack companion App. 
By interfacing with XCTrack, you can easily choose your favorite theme 
and/or profile. AIR³ Manager will configure everything in XCTrack for you.
With AIR³ Manager, automa cally get and transfer to XCTrack your validated 
Openair file so that it always uses the right airspace file.
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XCTrack PRO : PROBABLY THE BEST FLIGHT APP

XCTrack is known as probably the best full featured flight computer for free flight  
pilots - both for leasure and compe ons.
XCTrack Pro is a new version of XCTrack with new features that are not available 
in the “standard” version of XCTrack.
AIR³ is delivered “Ready to fly” with a customized and preconfigured version of 
XCTrack Pro (perpetual licence). Eleva ons and maps are pre-installed according 
to the region of the distributor.



There are 3 ways to increase readability: 
- ideal lt to have the screen right in front of your eyes
- high brightness (higher energy consump on).
- high contrast screen (eInk/ black and white), loosing color informa on

AIR³: READABILITY MATTERS

FULL OF FEATURES, DESIGNED FOR EVERYONE
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Til ng the screen is the most efficient way to op mize readability, gives the benefit of color
screen, without was ng energy. The AIR³ 7.2 screen gives you the best readability, without
losing color informa on. The 1000 nits screen is very bright. With the Base, you can decrease
the brightness without losing readability. This increases the autonomy pre y much.

ABS Base (33° - 43°)

Metal Base

Paramotor Base




